
Gig economy is 
revolutionising
the way we work 
with their
speed and flexibility



How fast & flexible are you
to work with workforce of the future?



Delayed payments
is their biggest concern

70%
work additional shifts for 
quick money when needed if 
they can be paid real-time!

60%
have experienced 
delayed payments 
from clients

20 days
of each year is spent 
chasing late payments by 
freelancers

50%
suggested poor benefits 
as the main reason to be 
dissatisfied

50%
have completed 
work they were 
never paid for!



Instant payouts 
is their biggest motivator
People who choose gigs for its flexibility in-terms of work schedule also 
want the same flexibility in how and when they can access their funds.

As per the recent study by Visa, 66% of the global gig workforce would 
select gig companies that offer real-time payments instead of others.



While payouts sound simple, a lot can go wrong 
without the cutting-edge technology 

Payouts increase 
manual efforts
A lot of time, effort and 
resource is spent on 
processing payments 
repeatedly. 

Payouts are 
expensive
Manual payouts are prone 
to calculation errors and 
transfer mistakes causing 
huge loss.

Payouts are not 
fast enough
Non real-time payments 
and lack of flexible 
options that causes 
frustration.

Payouts lack 
benefits
Pre-negotiated benefits 
help in building a financial 
wellness program. 
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You go through a 
lot trying to make 
it all work
It is anything 
but easy

I’m exhausted calculating & 
recalculating. Too much 
repetitive work 😵

Why do I have to jump from 
one window to the other to 
send out payments! 😓

How can I 
improve my cost 
of capital? 🤔

How can I send payments to my influencers who are in different parts 
of the world, without having to worry about conversions 🤔

How can I automate the process. 
Processing payments manually 
takes so much time! 😢

It’s impossible to keep everyone 
happy with the same incentives! 
If only my workforce could 
choose their preference from a 
catalog of options. 😖

There must be a better way to do bulk cash 
transactions than uploading individual 
invoice 😑



On-demand payouts
for in-demand workforce

The future of payouts
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Reimagine your payouts infrastructure

Imagine 
automated payouts 
based on triggers.

Imagine payouts 
that help you save 
big on every 
transaction.

Imagine same-day 
payouts when jobs 
are completed.

Imagine a financial 
wellness program 
coupled with 
payouts.

Where all the elements of your payouts infrastructure are designed to scale. From sending on-demand 
payments, making cross-border transactions and streamlining and simplify payment operations. 



Xoxoday’s payouts 
Infrastructure 
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A technology enabled payout solution to add 
funds, disburse payouts, do customer refunds, 
track transfer status in real time and do more.

Thousands of businesses of all sizes from 
startups to large enterprises worldwide, use 
Xoxoday to disburse payouts via digital 
Mastercards, VISA, RuPay, cashout instantly to 
employees, customers, and channel partners. 



Connect anything, 
Connect everything
Integrate and automate your payout calculations

● Integrate data from any HRMS, CRMs, 
DMS etc. Fetch data in real-time

● Leverage a robust dashboard to 
publish payouts, incentive plans

● Make error-free payout calculations 

● Broadcast leaderboards, configure 
KPIs and metrics

● Analyse performance improvement

● Your users enjoy a clean Interface to 
see scorecards, and earning 
snapshots



Rethink your payouts
Add instant beneficiaries
You can add up to 10,000 beneficiaries at a time using 
file upload or API

Ensure accurate payouts everytime
Incorrect phone number or other details? No problem. Receive 
transaction failure notifications instantly.

Go global, effortlessly
Want to send money to your gig workers across globe? 
Add funds to your wallet and do payouts directly to their 
local bank a/c in any international currencies.

Gamification
Gamify your incentive programs with one-touch access to 
live scores, leaderboards, earnings, milestones, and 
trends.



Easy for you, delightful for them

1. Send
Choose your preferred product from 
the storefront, create link and notify 
beneficiaries via email, SMS or 
WhatsApp.

2. Capture
Beneficiary enters her Prepaid/ Bank account/ 
UPI/ Wallets details as needed.

3. Spread Delight
Beneficiary receives a payout their 
preferred account.

Capture the details

Wallets UPI

Bank account Prepaid cards

Create Xoxoday link

Send link

Copy this code & share with beneficiary 
via email, SMS or WhatsApp.

ZWF-AUQ8-3349

$50

$50

Payment Successful



Daily transaction limits

Secure API

OTP verification

Mandatory beneficiary phone

Mitigate the risk,
not the benefits



Make benefits 
work like play
Having the right  benefits can have a huge impact on the 
workforce you attract, how you engage and retain your 
workforce. But you don’t always know their most pressing 
needs, their interests or where they’re at in life.

So how do you offer the perfect benefit that 
will be most appreciated?

You let them choose their preferred benefit!
With a benefit catalog that has a robust, curated 
portfolio of health, wealth, property and lifestyle 
solutions right from your work tool.



Embed payout 
APIs to your flow

Like what you see ?

● Integrate and launch our API in days
● Send thousands of payments per second 

without additional effort
● Automate payout flows across your 

business

Payout API

Points APIStorefront API Brand Voucher API



Food ordering and delivery startup 
improves delivery executive 

engagement by leveraging Xoxoday’s 
rewards & incentives infrastructure 

India's leading insurance company 
improves agent advisor engagement by 

incentivizing their members using 
rewards.

Mobile insurance claim payout 
through Xoxo currency 

Healthtech firm reduced customer 
acquisition cost through Xoxoday 

rewards integration 

Delivery boys of Ekart improved 
the CSAT by instant incentives

Company sold more Policies as 
agent commision calculation and 

disbursement happened 

Xoxoday is delivering impactful business results



Industries we serve

Fintech BPO Edtech

Insurance Gaming Logistics

E-commerce Healthcare Automobiles

1500+ Clients across 
the globe

2 Million+
End Users

Recognised by 
Forrester & Gartner

5% Fortune 500 
Clients



Now Tech: Channel Incentive 
Management, Q4 2021
Forrester’s Overview Of 31 Channel Incentive 
Management Providers

December 9, 2021
By Jay McBain with Maria Chien, Kiri Bartels, Ben 
Salamin, Marissa Fritz

Summary

You can use channel incentive management (CIM) solutions to 
improve indirect sales performance, orchestrate partners’ 
behavior, and engender channel loyalty. But to realize these 
benefits, you’ll first have to select from a diverse set of vendors 
that vary by size, functionality, geography, and vertical market 
focus. Channel and partner marketing leaders should use this 
report to understand the value they can expect from a channel 
incentive provider and to select one based on size and 
functionality.

Xoxoday Featured in the “Forrester’s Channel 
Software Tech Stack Report 2021” as one of 
the top-growing platforms in the "Channel 
Incentives Management" segment.



Xoxoday solution
suite
Different contexts demand different  
solutions. We have built a infrastructure 
platform  and two vertical solutions on top of 
that. We got you covered!

Xoxoday Plum
Rewards, Incentives, Benefits & 
Payouts Infrastructure for 
Businesses

Compass is built to 
turbo-charge sales teams 
through gamification & 
real-time sales commissions.

Empuls
The All-in-One 
Platform for Holistic 
Employee Engagement



Securing your data is 
our top priority.
Xoxoday is fully committed to upholding the rights data 
subjects are granted under the applicable data protection 
laws. We are ISO 27001:2013, VAPT, CCPA, CRPA, HIPAA, 
WGCA and SOC II compliant.

Over 2 million end-users across the globe trust us with their 
data integrity and security.

We enable GDPR support for all customers worldwide, 
irrespective of their location.

We regularly evaluates enforcement of security policies, and 
implementation of protection mechanisms against data breach.



Swiggy improves delivery 
executive engagement 
with Xoxoday

Problem Statement
Managing a manpower of over 120,000 
delivery partners, who are dispersed 
across geographies was extremely 
challenging.

There was no one solution that unified 
all their initiatives like reward delivery 
and management, employee 
engagement etc. The dispersed and 
regional partner program were 
inefficient and the time taken to 
dissipate was ineffectively high. 

Solution
Xoxoday enabled Swiggy with the 
rewards, incentives benefits & payouts 
infrastructure that helped them 
overcome their challenges.

● Xoxoday helped Swiggy to 
robustly design their partner 
programs

● Provide detailed data and 
analytics tool which were used 
as key metrics to measure the 
delivery partner’s performance 
and efficiency

● Send regular incentives to the 
delivery partners and keep them 
motivated

Result
To summarise, delivery executives 
who fully adopted the incentive 
program, exhibited more shift 
completion, mire login hour and were 
less likely to leave.



India's leading insurance company 
improves agent advisor 
engagement

Problem Statement
Bajaj Allianz used brand vouchers to 
reward their 20,000+ life insurance 
advisors for their target achievements 
and other milestones.

But these brand vouchers came with 
their own set of problems. The advisors 
were constantly disappointed with the 
single option of redemption, delayed 
gratification due to program 
inefficiencies and lack of transparency 
in the process.

The company too suffered due to lack 
of delivery and redemption reports 
which meant they were blindsided  and 
vouchers could be misused.  

Solution
Xoxoday enabled Bajaj Allianz with the 
rewards, incentives, benefits & payouts 
infrastructure that helped them 
overcome their challenges.

● With Xoxoday’s global catalog 
with over 4000+ brands to 
choose from, Bajaj Allianz could 
give their insurance advisors the 
power to choose their own 
vouchers

● Xoxoday’s robust dashboard 
ensures the admin could easily 
track rewards delivery, 
redemption and also get reports 
delivered to their inbox

● With Xoxoday the rewards could 
be sent one-to-one or 
one-to-many, and deliver instant 
gratification to the recipients. 

Result
● Adoption increased from 82% to 

96.8% 
● Login/user/week increased from 

2.3 to 4.2
● Performance contribution 

increased from 7.6% to 15%



India's top last mile delivery company 
improves their delivery executive 
engagement

Problem Statement
eKart, is committed to delivering the 
right product at speed. Their 43501 and 
growing delivery executives (DEs), are 
the  bedrock of their robust logistics 
management.

They wanted to solve for:
Improving delivery efficiencies

● Reducing Fake delivery attempts
● Providing performance visibility 

for the hierarchy

Solution
Xoxoday enabled eKart by helping them 
create incentive program structures 
through multiple rewarding logics. 

● Custom programs created to 
improve delivery efficiency 
through an incremental 
milestone game. 

● Reduce fake delivery attempts 
through metric tracking.

● Provide visibility for the 
hierarchy with a dynamic 
performance dashboard.

Result
● YOY revenue growth of 30%. 
● App adoption at 83%.
● Attrition reduced by ~15%.



Thank you

Instant simplified payouts, 
happy workforce.

cs@xoxoday.com
www.xoxoday.com

Australia | India | Ireland | Philippines | Singapore | UAE | UK | USA


